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By BOB HOGREFE
This paper is being written in utter
disillusion of The Lobo's treatment
of Karl Hess, who spoke the night of
Oct. 27 in Popejoy Hall.
The article by Susan Glodt-Stern
was to anybody who actually heard
him or talked to him afterward (he
held an informal session in Amistad)
not only extremely selective and
overly casual but constituted an
injustice to the man. What. was left
unsaid was only hurt more by what
was said. Truly the taking out of
context of Hess' speech was done
poorly, and I wonder if The Lobo
reporter was really there. The
Albuquerque Journal, of all people,
had a better, more accurate coverage
than did our "liberal" paper.

To begin with, Hess represents the
utter disillusionment of a man who
attempted constructive legit change
through proper channels, avenues,
etc. and who lived to see "everything
I was against come to pass." As a
Goldwater campaigner whose
downfall was to adhere to some
"radical SDS ideology" he explained
as "American and just as were the
revolutionary cries of 1776,"
As The Lobo reported, he wished
he'd had a copy of the SDS's Port
Huron report because he later
realized it was exactly what the
Republican Party at that time was
advocating. What was left unsaid
were his reasons for opposing the
early SDS which reflect the same
profOtmd phenomena existing today.
He simply said he believed what the
usual media reports declared as
un-American, anti-peace, anti-people,
etc . like everyone is influenced
today. The main point was when he
said, "everyone clamors about the
left having no answers to what
they're against, while in reality
nobody is trying harder to explain
their desires and answers. But people
aren't presented with them and are
further hindered when their
racionality is already precluded."
To glibly report there were not
"right on's" ete. for the audience

and leave out the profound iss~,~s ?f
"power to and fo: ~he. P.eop.le IS m
my eyes a journalistic lllJUStice. Yes,
he was a National Review f~under
but that he is a regular contnbutor
to Ramparts, a diametric difference,
was left unsaid. Also to glibly report
that his "Odessey from the right
wings" was include~ in p~rt by h~s
not paying taxes, m which he IS
liable for prison, was to leave out
what at least The Journal said in that
"The state has conned people into
believing that . their lives are less
important than property, human
lives-witness the draft-have become
expendable; but profits are not, and
property is certainly not."
The Lobo's statements of "the
power has flowed away from the
people," and to seemingly justify it
by the immediate example that "10
years ago 300 (he actually quoted
1200) utility companies existed
while today there are about 100"
was selective neglect of his
explaining that today "Nixon and his
vice president are doing everything
possible for transfer of power from
the people to the state. They are
seeking a totally rationalized society.
When people don't have power they
talk about liberty, and when they get
power they talk about order,"
(quote from The Journal).

Agnew, he said, did not surprise
him because he saw him as
"inevitable" and strangely enough
very accurate when he (Agnew) has
said "The great issue is whether or
not power will remain in the hands
of elected officials or whether or not
power will return to the streets,"
(from The Journal again). Notice the
key word of "return" to the streets.
Hess said it belongs there because
that is essentially where the people
are. Yes, The Lobo stated that Hess
was against "all systems" but said
nothing of the analog to the same
policy against "malcontents,
discontents, effete snobs,
anti-intellecutals," ad naseum; and
specifically the Black Panther Party
for self defense. Thsu "The state is
now killing people."
When one hears Ralph Nader
advocate "militant citizen's groups"
for systematic change against what
he called "corporate socialism" and
then hear Hess state that "today
socialism is for the rich and
capitalism is for the poor" one can
not remain sympathetically neutral.
Both of these men deserved the
fullest possible coverage by an
informative organ. I plead that more
comprehensive coverage will
honestly be given on people and
issues of the utmost importance.
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Democrats Still Control House, Senate

Pres. Nixon May Find Congress 'Chilly'
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Letters:
To the Editor:
Certainly no one was surprised by
the recent Lobo article by Deanne
Stillman pointing out the price
structure of food and cosmetics in
the UNM area. But, like most Lobo
articles, all this one did was bitch
and moan about the situation after
presenting a flood of doubtful facts,
without suggesting realistic solutions
(a mass ripp-off of the bookstore is
not a constructive solution to
anything and you know it).
This is still a free country and
anyone who decides he is paying too
much at the corner drug store (or
book store) is at liberty to patronize
someone else. If you feel Foodway
charges too much, why not catch a
bus out to Globe? Or better yet, get
someone who has a car and all of
you go there and load up.
There can be no argument that the
retail cosmetic and grocery markets
are highly competitive. And, as such,
any first year econ student can tell
you that whenever demand drops, so
does price in such a situation as this.
Perhaps campus merchants could
thus be forced into lowering their
prices. Regardless, anyone who is too
lazy to go out of his way a little to
shop at the discount stores has no
justification in bellyaching about the
high prices of nearby convenient
shops. Convenience is like anything
else; you pay for it.
Lee Homer

p

wanted nothing more than to move
to a "Taos" that no longer existed
and paint in his leisure time, which
was growing short. The next year
Kenneth Adams died in Taos leaving
30 years of work which depicts the
cultures of the Hispanos and Indians
of New Mexico.
Concerning the mural in
Zimmerman which Joann Santiago
has said depicts the Mexican and
native American faces without eyes,
I point out that all figures shown in
profile in all four murals are drawn
with no eyes. Kenneth Adams
portrays only figures shown in front
view with eyes. Las Chicanas
interpret the mural as depicting "the
Mexican American and native
American as the meek and
unknowing being helped by the
superior white father."
I suggest the mural depicts a white
man as a newcomer, bewildered,
looking very conspicuous, arriving in
an impressive scene symbolized in
the background of the mural by
artifacts of the Mexican and Indian
cultures. The native Americans and
Mexican Americans join hands in
welcome. As phony as this might
seem today, it had meaning to
To the Editor:
Kenneth Adams 40 years ago. His
I react to "Las Chicanas" letter,. frustration in 1962 was largely a
"Racism in Zimmerman" as a poor disappointing product of this vision.
issue to begin a new campaign.
Do we "remove and repaint," that is,
Some of my reaction stems from edit history because it is said to no
my freshman year drawing class longer fit our model?
taught by an old professor who
Jon VerPloegh

0
To the Editor:
Schwerner, or James Meredith, or
To the YAF writer.
the old Freedom Riders, or, closer to
After reading your piece in The home, Allen Cooper in Mississippi
Lobo today I began to wonder how and elsewhere (dare I mention that
much research went into that epistle name)?
of honorable outrage. Have you ever
Have you ever heard of nasty
stopped to realize that there is such a sayings like, "if you're black, stay
thing as evil in the world? Sure, the back." Did you know that some
whole world has it, but why worry people hate others just because of
about Russia when home isn't so the color of their skin, and they are
pure and virginal. A book you may teaching more to do it every day?
have glanced at advises removing the Such a shame! and some people can't
beam from your own eye before vote, can't work, can't live. Have you
attempting optical surgery on ever heard that the Pentagon is
another.
sending black and brown men to
Have you heard of the "Other fight (and even kill!) yellow men to
American," 40 million strong? They defend land they stole from the red
are Americans you know, however men?
un-American it may be to be poor,
Perhaps most basic of all, dear
unemployed and un-W.A.S.P. Have Y AF, have you heard of love,
you heard of Malcolm X, Martin understanding or the simple human
Luther King and the Kennedy's'! response of feeling for another.
They were assassinated you
Try it, it may surprise you, but
know--right in the open, just like don't try it if you are still scared of
that. What a shame!! Have you heard being un-American.
of Goodman, Chaney and
Janie M. Burcart

Holly Beckley
Everett Robinson
Ron Bernstein
Paul Fleck
Andy Garmczy
Pat McArdle
Jim Pcnsicro
Robert Smith
Deanne Stillman

A question that still cannot be
answered is whether Nixon and
Agnew have canceled out their
gains by alienating some senators,
including Democrats, who have
supported the President.
In the governors' races, the
election proved a disaster for
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Roger Ruvalo
Mark Sanchez
Sanely Schauer.
Susan Stem
Bert Temple
Dave Bmnds
Bob Butler
Tony Lou rlcrbough
Bob Wass<Jrman

Thursday, November 5, 1970

Nixon and the Republican party,
The Democrats went into the
election at a 32 to 18
disadvantage in governorships, and
emerged with a majority.
This is certain to help the
Democrats when state legislatures
draw up new congressional district
boundaries, as required by the
197 0 census results, that will be in
effect for the next decade.
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UNM News Photo

President. Nixon shakes the hands of New Mexico's voters last
Saturday while campaigning in the state for the Republican
hopefuls. Three days later three of the top four GOP candidates
were defeated. Shown with the President are, on the extreme left
Manuel Lujan, the only successful candidate, Ed Foreman
immediately behind Lujan, Anderson Carter to the right of the
President and Pete Domenici.

O'Brien said the victories would
give the Democrats a power base
from which to win the White
House in 197 2.
The Republicans managed to
retain control of the two most
populous states, California and
New York. But they lost heavily
in the Middle West, and Nixon's
hopes of building a stronger
Republican power base in the
South were disappointed,
The GOP lost two Dixie
governships and gained one.
Nationally, the election
demonstrated the failure of both
major parties to find any single,
sure·fire vote·getting issue.•
Neither Vietnam, law and order
nor pocketbook issues dominated
the campaign, although each may
have been the determining factor
in some races.
The fact that Vietnam was not
a major issue was perhaps Nixon's
greatest achievement. His policy
of gradually winding down the
war left the "doves" no real
opening to exploit the war issue
this year. That, of course, could
change in 1972.
Law and order, on which the
Republicans staked much, seemed
to be a less powerful issue ihan
some Democrats feared. Some
candidates who ran on
Iaw·and·order platforms ~on, but
so did some Democrats who came
·under heavy fire for allege<"l,
permissiveness.
The same can be said of the
pocketbook issues. In areas of
high unemployment, they may
have helped some Democrats but
they were not persuasive
everywhere.
The election demonstrated a
growing tendency of voters in
recent years to split their tickets.
Voters in Maryland, California
and Pennsylvania elected a
governor of one party, a Senate of
another, and generally there was
little evidence of weak candidates
saved from defeat by riding the
coattails of pig winners,

Democrats Gain State Legislature Seats
Probability '71 Senate Will be 28 Dems, 14 GOPs
Dl•mocrats made gains in the
Nl'w Mexico Statl' Legislature in
Tuesday's elections, winning three
more Senate seats and four or five
more seats in the Houst• of
Rl'presentatives.
Three House races were
n•ported still too close to call.
'rwo incumbent Republican
St>nators lost bids for re·election,
and in the House, five incumbent
Republicans and two incumbent
Democrats were unseated. ·
One of the Republican House
ml'mbers who lost was Jack Stahl,
of Bernalillo Dist. 11, a member

WASHINGTON (CPS)- Any
man who is now deferred, and who
would be in the lottery selection
pool for induction if he were not
deferred, now has a method to take
advantage of his high lottery
number and use it to escape the
dt·aft now.

Managing Editor: Don Burge
Clark J crmain
Jesse Rocha
Mike Rowland
Chuck Jlcil
Charles Andrews
Casey Church
Mary EIIcn Hancock
Duffie Lancaster
Sue Major
Barbara Morgan

com promise more than of
ideological confrontation,

of the Universities Study
Committee. One other committee
member, George Koran, lost in
the June primaries. However,
Committee Chairman I. M.
Smalley, D·Sierra-Hidalgo·Luna,
and Legislative School Study
Committee Chairman Sen. Jerry
Apodaca, D·Donal Ana, won
re·election easily.
The balance in the 1971
Senate probably will bl' 28
Democrats and 14 Republicans.
The seat vacated by Sen. Harold
Runnels, who won election as U.
S. Representative, Dist. 2, will be

High Numbered Draftees
Can Escape Draft Now

Lobo Staff

Editor: Sarah Laidlaw

By RAY MOSELEY
UPI ELECTION ANALYSIS
WASHINGTON- President
Nixon may find relations with
Congress increasingly chilly during
the remainder of his four·year
term, despite his gains in the
Senate.
The Democrats are still in
control, with their majority in the
House even increased. The voters
have not given a clear signal as to
whether they· want a Congress
more submissive to the President
than it has been until now.
Furthermore, the campaign, in
which Nixon and Vice President
Spiro T. Agnew attempted to
paint Democrats as "permissive"
on crime and so cia! unrest, has
left scars of bitterness that will
not be. easily erased.
These factors seem certain to
influence the attitude of
Democratic leaders in the new
Congress toward the President.
They may be less inclined to carry
. out Nixon's program than to work
at building a Democratic record
for the 1972 presidential election.
Democratic National Chairman
Lawrence F. O'Brien, asked about
Nixon's future relations with
Congress, told newsmen
Wednesday that the next two
years would see considerable more
Democratic activity in proposing
programs. O'Brien said
Dernocratic congressmen had been
"deeply concerned" during the
past 21 months with the
administration's failure to come
up with progmms.
The greatest plus for Nixon, of
course, is the gain in Senate
strength. He can count on about
45 out of 100 se1,1ators who will
back him down the line, and
Agnew maintains that the
"ideological balance" in the Senate
has shifted in Nixon's favor.
But the President still will be
dependent on moderate
Republicans to gain a majority for
his programs. This could force
him to adopt a politics of

been called from this second
priority pool or its equivalent
under the old system since the
Korean War.
Registrants with high numbers
who wish to take advantage of this
opportunity to take the draft off
their backs may write a brief letter
Under an advisory to their draft board asking to be
memorandum sent by National reclassified 1-A immediately. Any
Selective Service Ditectot Curtis registrant who does so is taking a
'farr to all local draft boards slight chance that the system might
recently, such men may voluntarily suddenly decide that it needs many
relinquish thl'it· defl'rments and more men than it is presently
enter the l·A pool. Prior to this planning to take, and should think
time, this matter had been open to carefully about this possibility,
debate, and draft boards were however slight. It does appear,
supposed, to maintain all registrants from all indications presently
in their deferments as long as they available, that the ceiling of 195
will be valid.
continued to qualify for them.
This rule of course only effects
System spokesmen are quite men who turn 19 or older during
confident that no registrant with a calendat year 1969. Those turning
lottery number higher than 195 19 this year were not in the first
will be called this year, unless there priority pool and therefore will be
is a declaration of war or a national placed in it on January 1, 1971.
emergency which requires massive Therefore, this escape route is
mobilization~ At the end of the
dangerously uncertain for men not
year, those men whose numbers yet in this year's pool who are
have not bce11 reached by their under 20 years old. Next year's
local boards and who ate classified lottery ceiling number could be
l·A, l·A·O, or 1·0 are moved to a any number at all, and no one can
second priority pool. Men have not make any predictions about it.

filled by an appointee. The won three Senatl' seats and 12
probablt> ratio in the House is 48 House seats.
Democrats and 23 Republicans.
The state has 406,000
Unofficial returns showed registered voters. Over 285,000,
Republican House members Stahl. or more than 70 percent, voted.
Bradford Prince of Bernalillo Dist.
In addition to gains made in the
12, Ray Abbott of Dona Ana, J. state legislature, Democrats also
G. Merrion of San ,Juan and Carter st•nt a Democratic governor to
Kirk of Hidalgo-Luna losing their Santa Fe. The unofficial totals in
bids for re·election. Democrats the governor's race were
Mrs. DeLoma Scott, Otero Dist. 2 Democmt Bruce King, 145,510,
and Cecil Cook, Roosevelt, also and Republican Pete Domenici,
failed to be re·elected.
132,912. John Salazar of the
The two incumbent Republican Independent New Mexico party
senators unseated were Ernest
Hawkins of Catron-Torrance- received 4412 votes and Wilfreda
Socorro and appointee George Sedillo of the People's
Constitutional Party received
Shaffer of Bernalillo Dist. 37.
2404 votes.
Former speaker of the House
In the race for U. S. Senate, ·
David Norvell of Clovis was incumbent Democrat Joseph M.
elected state attorney general. The Montoya's unofficial total was
majority leaders of both houses, 148,714. Republican Andy Carter
Sen. Tibo Chavez, D-Valencia, and received 133,872 votes and PCP
Rep. George Fettinger, D·Otero, candidate William Higgs got 3312
won re·election, Rep. John votes.
Mershon, D·Otero, and powerful
Incumbent Republican Manuel
chairman of the House Lujan won re·election to the U.S.
Appropriations Committee, also House of Representatives, Dist. 1,
won re·election.
with 88,903 votes to Democrat
Races for the House where not Fabian Chavez's 61,930. PCP
enough returns were in to predict Candidate Anita Montano totalled
a winner were the race between 17 32 votes and INMP candidate
Democrat Fred Luna a11d Norbert McGovern totalled 834
Republican Ralph Melboume in votes.
Valencia County and Dc•mocrat
In a race that surprised
Alvin Castillo, a former Democrats and Republicans alike,
constitutional convention Democrat Harold Runnels beat
delegate, and George Gillespie in incumbent Republican gd
Colfax County.
Foreman for the U.S. Hou~e of
With 31 of 36 prl'eincts Representatives, Dist. 2, position.
reporting, Rep. Mrs. Carol Tinker, Runnels receiv('d 64,.191 voh•s to
R·San Miguel, was 15 votes Foremnn's 61,115 votes, PCP
behind Democrat Cipriano candidate Juan Roybal receivl'd
Aguilm·.
1341 votes in the unofficial totals.
The Bernalillo Dist. 1 race was
New Mexico voters also
lost by Republican John Budagher approved two constitutional
to Democrat Raymond Sanchez a!nendments-one for a four·ye<u·,
by an unofficial difference of 14 smgle term for.. governor, and the
votes.
other providing for municipal
In Dist. 9 of Bernalillo, home rule.
Democratic Rep. Lenton Malry, a
Governor·clect King, along with
former member of the original a II other top officials elected
Universities Investigating Tuesday, will be subject to the
Committee, won re·election four·year term provision, passed
against Republican Boyd McLeod.
36,883 t.o 21,520.
In Bernalillo, where six of 10
Albuquerque voters by a 4 to 3
Senate seats and all 18 "House margin also approved fluoridation
seats were at stake, the Democrats of the city water supply.
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Radical Speakers Report Released Despite Ban

By CHERYL M. FIELDS
totaling nearly $109,000 "the replied.
College Press Servicei
Review."
campus speaking circuit is certainly
the 65 alleged radical speakers were
'Ascertain' Associations
Chronicle of Higher Education
Some of those mentioned on the identified included the National
the source!' of significant financing
The report said the names were list have protested their inclusion,
WASHlNGTON (CPS)- A for the promoters of disorderly and
Committee to Abolish the House
controversial report listing revolutionary activity among researched "to ascertain whether including Nat Hentoff the author Un-American Activities
individuals
of
the
same
names
had
honorariums paid to 65 alleged students."
and critic, who was plaintiff in the Committee, the National
radical campus speakers has been
Rep. Richard H. Ichord (D·Mo.) been identified as members, or ACLU suit. He said he was not a Mobilization Committee to End
filed with Congress despite a filed the report of his House participants in the activities of member of any of the three the War in Vietnam, the Student
~ederal district court order banning Committee on Internal Security Communist, Communist-front, or organizations the report listed him Nonviolent Coordinating
Its official publication by the and released copies to the press, Communist-in f i 1 t rated as being affiliated with-the Committee, the New Mobilization
government.
even though a U.S. District Court organizations, militant, radical, or Socialist Workers Party, the SDS, Committee to End the War in
The report, based on judge had enjoined government extremist groups, self-proclaimed or the Spring Mobilization Vietnam, the Youth International
information provided by 95 printers and the committee staff revolutionaries or provided public Committee to End the War in Party, and the Nation of Islam.
support to such groups and Vietnam.
colleges, concluded that if a from distributing the report.
The report said that of the 177
organizations."
1
sampling of only 3 h percent of the
Editor Named
Hearing Set
institutions contacts, 134 replied.
The
list
included
such
nation's higher education
Daniel Watts, editor of
Judge Gerhard A. Gesell said he
institutions could turn up issued a tempora1·y restraining predictable names as Jerry Rubin "Liberator Magazine," also denied It said 52 provided all the
information requested, 27 gave
honorariums to alleged radicals order barring government and Rennie Davis of the Chicago that he had any affiliation with the
Seven, as well as the names of Socialist Workers Party. Charles partial information, 16 replied but
publication of the report on persons not generally considered
had no speakers other than
grounds that publication of the list extremists, such as author Jessica Garry, a San Francisco lawyer who recognized academicians, 28 said
has represented Black Panther
of speakers had no legislative Mitford; Floyd McKissick former
administrative problems kept them
purpose and would violate the national director of the Co~gress of clients, denied any affiliation with from complying with the request 4
the Black Panther Party or the
speakers' First-Amendment rights. Racial Equality, and John Ciardi,
asked for more time, and' 7
He set a full hearing later this poetry editor of "The Saturday Communist Party of the U.S.A.
institutions
refused "for
Other organizations with which philosophical reasons."
month on a suit filed by the
American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU).
The report of the House
TRANSCENDENTAL
committee
was based on replies to
MEDITATION
letters sent to 177 colleges and
as taught by
universities last spring asking them
MAHARISHI
to list speakers other than
MAHESH
recognized academicians and
Parents of UNM students will
Claude-Marie Book, associate speech; Albert W. Vogel, chairman
lecturers who had appeared on be asked to sign a statement
YOGI
professor of French and chairman of the department of educational
their campuses during the past two declaring they support the
Transcendental
of the group; Truett Book, foundation; and Fr. Bert
academic years. They also were anti-war position of a Parents for
Meditation
associate professor of French; Rauenhorst, Fr. Mark Farrell and
asked
to
list
how
much
the
Peace movement at UNM.
is a natural
speakers were paid and by whom.
Charles
Mattox, visiting associate Fr. Barnabus Die Kemper, all of
The statements, which will be
spontaneouS!
professor
of art, and Mrs. Mattox; the Newman Center.
The
list
of
65
speakers
printed
in
mailed to parents, will include the
technique which ·
the
,.,r,eport
was
culled
from
the
John
R,
Green, professor of
endorsement of several people
Parents for Peace is a national
allows each
physics;
Fred
M. Chreist Sr., movement with headquarters in
names
of
1168
speakers
furnished
associated wlth the University.,
individual to
by the colleges and universities that
professor of speech, and Mrs. New York. Similar projects have
Parents are asked by the group
expand his
Chreist;
Marilyn Van Graber, been conducted at such schools as
to unite "with your sons and
conscious mind
assistant
professor
of speech; John Columbia University, Sarah
daughters in presenting, through
and improve
ABORTIONS
Kline,
speech
department;
Judith Lawrence College, New York
non-violent, legal channels, a
all aspeets
W.
Carey,
assistant
professor
of University, Northwestern
are
request to our President for the
of life.
termination of this war."
University and the University of
LEGAL
Alumni Memorial Chapel
Pittsburgh.
The statement concludes, "We
in New Mexico
urge all parents to declare
Wed., Nov. 4, & Nov. 11
Two UNM students are also
For Pregnancy
themselves by signing the
working
on the project. They are
at 7:30p.m.
Counseling
statement and working to change
Meliton C. Sandoval, a junior, and
call
governmental policies in the
Thursday, Nov. 5,
Elisabeth J. Price, graduate
PLANNED PARENTHOOD
direction
of
peace,
justice,
and
a
student,
both of Albuquerque.
at 1:00 p.m.
265-3722
better society-and away from
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.
&rna Iiiio County Planned
war-making. Help us prove the
(UPI)
- Charles C. Edwards, head
New Mexico lobo
STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL
Parenthood Association
generation gap can be narrowed
of
the
U.S.
Food
and
Drug
MEDITATION SOCIETY
113 Montclaire SE
by our solidarity."
Vol. 74
No. 40
Albuquerque, N.M. 871 08
Names attached to the Administration (FDA), says there
Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
statement will include is no evidence the use of
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
dangerous drugs on college
campuses is diminishing.
Editorial Phone (505)
277-4102, 277-4202
"Reports I receive show that
the problem is still extremely
The New Mexico Lobo is
distressing," Edwards said. "I have
published daily every regular week
of the University year by the Board
no data to show that the problem
of Student Publications or the
is lessening."
Associated Students of the
''Yesterday's adolescent
University of New Mexico. and is
fads-goldfish swallowing and hula
not financially associated with
UNM. Printed by the UNM Printing
hoops-have given way to the
Plant with second class postage paid
frightening fad of the 'high,' " He
at Albuquerque, New Mexico,
told several thousand persons at
87106. Subscription rate is $7 for
the academic year.
the annual convention of the
··-:-··••
..
y•,..,..,
•.
'."Y'·:-·.:,t:;;;.:.
t
.......... , ... .
'fhe opinions expressed on the
N a tiona! Association of Retail
editorial pages of The Lobo are
Druggists.
~)
i:~:~~those of the author solely,
·"All elements of society, and
Unsigned opinion is that o! the
editorial b nard or The Lobo.
especially those of us in the health
New Meds, the Modess Tampon,
Nothing necessarily represents the
profession, must mobilize to rid
views of the Associated Students or
ourselves and our children of this
the University of New Mexico,
absorbs over 40% more than the tampon you're
idea of chemical nirvana."

Gov. Cargo Addresses Council
Promises Students on Boards of Regents
At last Friday's Governor's
Council meeting, Gov. David Cargo
promised representatives he would
"try to put a student on the boards
of regents of state universities."
Cargo told the approximately
40 students assembled for the
Governor's Council, during the
short time left in his te1·m he would
"do my best to place a good solid,
knowledgeable student on the
boards of regents."
The Council was formed after
campus disturbances last spring.
Since that time Cargo has often
held informal conferences to hear
student grievances.
Among promises he made to the
Council members were that he
would "not pass the buck," would
"push for creation of ethnic studies
on the college campuses," and
would "urge freedom of speech on
New Mexico campuses because
universities should be forums for
all kinds of ideas."
All specific proposals put to
Cargo, however, were later
referred to the Board of
Educational Finance (BEF) or the
State Legislature. He did give the

Statements Mailed Soon . . .

Parents Asked to Support Peace Plan

-------Benefit Concert
10 well-known musical
organizations will be represented
when the New Mexico
Federation of Music Clubs
presents its annual Scholarship
Benefit Concert Friday, Nov. 6.
The concert will be at 8:15p.m.
in the Fine Arts Center Recital
Hall.

Campus Drug Use
Not Lessening Says
FDA Chief Edwards

Introducing the most absorbent
tampon ever put in an applicator.
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probably wearing. Regular or super.

What makes it so absorbent?
Examine the fiber designs closely: Ours
is a series of tiny
·
traps. It's revolutionary, , !·
the most absorbent fiber
ever made for
, .· ,' \ } ·
a tampon. And we're the /·} ) ·•
only ones who
' ' j /. r '

Yl/

~::: ~::~:·i~e've

Compact when dry, f !' ;
it expands when wet to
Others
hold an extraordinary amount
of moisture. And absorbs much faster
than other tampons can.
With the Modess Tampon, you
feel secure. Even on your worst
days and nights, when you may have
worn a napkin, too, you're apt to
find this tampon does the job ./" . ,_
all by itself.
We wanted this
tampon to be more comfortable than any other.
Because Modess Tampons
*Patent Number 3,241,553
P.
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are more compact than the ones
you're used to, they're
easier to insert and more
comfortable to wear.
And the soft,
flexible polyethylene
applicator can't
stick or pinch or scratch the
way cardboard can.
Which is nice.
Because~ once a month,.
every little bit of comfort
counts.
Make this test. It's taken us
9 years, testing thousands of women,
to develop this tampon.
But the test that really counts
is for you to wear them the next
time you have your period.
just think. More
comfort. More
protection. Fewer times
to change with new
Meds, the
. . . . ..
Modess Tampon.

Mcds and Modcss arc trademarks ol Pcr~onal Producls Company,

Hide-A~Way now for Christmas
while selections are plentiful.

students verbal encouragement but
admitted, "the BEF and I aren't on
the best of terms."
When asked if he approved of
Republican programs cutting
Federal matching funds for
education he said, "They have their
priorities all wrong, dead wrong."
Cargo said the government wastes
money on "useless Air Force
bases," that exist "just to give
people jobs." He added, "It's
wrong, to support Air Force bases
when our whole defense system is
based on missiles." However bases
are "all right in an area where jobs
are scarce and economy is down,"
such as New Mexico
After students madt> repeated
hints about the need for money to
implement council projects Cargo
said, "you can't expect me to sit
here and just give you power." He
suggested the students "use
persuasion" to get state
government to go along with
Council projects.
Cargo left as the Council split
in to su b·committees to discuss
ways of solving campus problems.
The sub-committee discussions
ranged from inter-campus
communication to concerted
efforts at lobbying during the next
legislative session. All of the
sub-committees were concerned
with the lack of funds available.

Evening of Nonsense
Frederique Sigel (right) plays the heroine and ClaudeJ . Fouillade
(left) plays her father, De Vancouver, in Mon Ismenie, a 19th
Century farce by Eugene Labiche which is part of "An Evening of
Nonsense."
"An Evening of Nonsense" is presented by the French and Music
Departments at 8 15 p.m. in the Fine Arts Recital Hall.
The second feature on the agenda is "Facade" by ~lliam Walton
and directed by Thomas Philips of the music department (center).
David Loy will recite poems written by Edith Sitwell while Doughs
George will supply the images.
General admission for the Nov. 13 performance will be $1.

NEED A HOLIDAY GOWN?
CALL MARY ELLEN
265-3621
11\pry

£1!~n £r.t~rpmal,

.COil Centmt ,>f e

DID YOU KNOW?
1. Graduate students or undergraduates can join Air force
ROTC.

I

2. It costs nothing to take the
aptitude exams as Freshman. If 1
you foil you must woit one year
bcforo retesting. This could dolay I
your entry into the ROTC pro-

gr~~-
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Shop
•WINROCK
eNOB HILL
eDOWNTOWN

I~cense l l

'Want Out'
(CPS)-Women want out of the
home, according to a survey
conducted in February by Gilbert
Youth Research, a division of
Gilbert Marketing Group.
Surveying thousands of young
women between the ages of 14 and
25, the opinion-research
organization found that fewer than
one percent of the college women
polled selected "housewife-homemaker" as their main career choice.
Only four percent of all young
women chose it.

Leather Goods

]

Taos Moccasins
'\_

':,_

Beadwork

%.:<>-_

Plaza Primorosa
S.E. Comer Old Town Plaza
10% Discount with UNM ID

-·--

·-

Friday Nov. 6, I :30 PM SUB Ballroom

"THE BLACK CULTURE"
A

DISCUSSION BY

BILL LAWSON

PURE POETRY
Pendant or charm in 14 karat yellow
gold features a pass;:tge from Omar
Khayyam's ''Rubaiyat." "A loaf of bread,
a jug of wine and thou." $32.50. 18 inch
neckchain, in 14 karat gold, $12.75.

Mindlin

Jewelers Since 19 19

R

314 Central S. W. • Albuquerque
Convenient l'orms
9:30·5:30

Pastor of Wheeler Avenue Baptist Church
Houston, Texas. Former campus minister
and graduate of Tennessee A&I and Central
Seminary. Houston coordinator for Southern
Christian Leadership Conference. Local
chairman of a cluster ministry to south
ghetto in Houston. Teaching social phychology, black identity, and black church, at Univetsity of Houston.
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Agora Serves S~udents Experiencing Crisis

D2:1CQJ ~@ IArts & Media
'Hot As Sun': The Beatles Album You
Can't Buy Anywhere

The following is an interesting
little tale which happened, maybe
happened, could have happened,
might happen. Pmt one presented
here, part two next Thursday
maybe even broken up into a part
three if we notiee a good reaction
(lots of people passing out from the
suspense); I personally phoned
each of the four boys in England in
an attempt to establish the
truthfulness of this account, but
they refused to comment, so we're
left hanging. Forthwith, the story
of the Beatles' album that will
always be missing from your
collection.)

Leveen

Chase

Lobo photos by Bob Butler
By PAT McARDLE
Dowling
Samuel
Roll,
Agora
faculty
Students experiencing any sort
UNM this summer from Yale
of crisis, major or minor, now advisor said, "We had planned to where he worked with the freshman, said she was, "looking sketchy, and too few." Wally
have a place to go. The place is open on Oct. 15, but we had to "Connecticut Mental Health for something more than the Hunsley, a junior psychology
the white trailer behind the delay our opening until the 22nd Center" which was run by impersonal academic atmosphere
major said, "I thought the
library which houses Agora. A because there was no space in professionals for the community, of a big university."
role-playing
was very helpful
which
we
could
begin
our
coffee pot is always going, and
Arnold Padilla, the student
at which people could be seen at
operations.
At
that
time
we
were
during
the
training
sessions."
students with plenty of time and
any time." Roll added, "During chairman of Agora, attended that Padilla said that Agora members
limited
to
the
one
small
room
in
meeting in the spring, and
willing ears are available 18 hours
Vista which we used the Panther trials in New Haven continued to work throughout the are sitting in on interviews at the
each day, to talk, to give Mesa
last
spring,
psychological
first-aid
primarily for training."
Health Center as part of
information, or just to listen,
summer with other interested Mental
their training.
Roll explained that the idea of stations were set up at Yale by the students and faculty members.
a "student to student students. They were very ASUNM approved a budget of
Roll pointed out that the
psychological first-aid center" was unstructured, with both students $2200 for Agora, and Padilla said function of Agora is to "provide
BE DIFFERENT
originated at UNM last spring and professionals working in that his salary is paid "jointly by troubled students with a
SEND DISTINOIVE CHRISTMAS
when
a student unable to cope them. The number of people the Work Study Program and the sympathetic, creative one-to-one
lETTER HEADS WITH A PERSONAL GREETING
with his problems and not hungry for that kind of contact psychology department."
forum, allowing students to
Mary f!/cn Eot<:~rpriiet
knowing where to turn had was amazing."
provide
each other with advice,
4011 '-Cr.!r.:JI Nf
30 Volunteers
A drama major, Richie
committed suicide. Members of
suggestions
and alternate
There are now more than 130
the psychology department held a Rockman, heard about Agora trained volunteers and 16 perspectives. Referral and
meeting with §tudents in the from his girlfriend who is also in professionals serving as follow-up services will be provided
spring to discuss the formation of Agora. He felt it was important consultants to the volunteers. when a troubled student seems to
that "students care about
such a center.
need professional aid." He
If you know a girl
members of their own Starting next week Agora will be stressed that, "Agora is not
Pam Powell, a history major,
open 24 hours-a-day, with at least
considering an
was a friend of the boy who community." He added, "I have . one volunteer on duty and one psychotherapy or its substitute, it
some
spare
time
during
the
day,
committed suicide. She said, "I
professional on call to assist the does not replace University
Counseling and Advisement
joined Agora because I wanted to and I think a give-ta~e situation volunteer at all times.
services,
and it assumes none of
do everything I could to prevent such as this will be good for me as
A few of the present Agora
the
rights
or responsibilities of
something like that from well as the person I may help."
"I don't know what to expect, members are the original professionals."
happening again."
organizers
from
last
spring.
Many
I really don't know," said
One studl'nt who asked not to
this message might
Hungry for Contact
Margaret Dowling, a senior in heard about the organization in be identified said that he had
Roll, a clinical psychologist has
their classes this fall, and decided
even save her life!
been relieved of some class time psychology, who heard about to attend the training sessions. joined "out of curiosity". He
to work with Agora. He came to Agora last spring through the Free Each group of students was admitted to a "rather callous
University. Harriet Leveen, a
It is no longer necessary for unfortu·
required to attend four viewpoint", and added, "I am
nate girls to be ruthlessly exploited
consecutive training sessions. If really more concerned with what I
for profit by quacks and inept butch·
they missed one they had to start can learn from this experienc£>."
ers. Now they can have perfectly
Barbara Chas£>, om• of Uw
over witl1 the first meeting. "This
legal abortions under strict hospital
co-chairmen
of MASH, said she
was part of our screening
care. The new California Therapeutic
process," said Roll. "Most people joined Agora because she thought,
Abortion Act provides that all servwho weren't suited to this type of ''the tension reduction servic(•s
ices be performed by physicians in
activity weeded themselves out by that MASH offered should b(•
accredited hospitals.
missing one meeting. A few others extendt>d." She added, "I think a
I observed who might have had lot of us are in here not only
Last year it is estimated some
difficulty in dealing with others, r because we want to help, but
700,000 illegal abortions were per·
b!'cause of the need to be needed
had
to ask to leave."
downtown
ninety-seven
formed in the United States. Almost
that we all have."
Training
CENTRAl
without exception exorbitant prices
WlNROCK
Marti
Counts,
one of the
at SECOND
were charged, hospital facilities
Center
Computer Club
volunteers
thought
that, "the
were not available and a complete
training
sessions
were
rather
rrhere
will be an organizational
medical staff was not present to
meeting of the Computer Science
cope with emergencies.
Club on Saturday, Nov. 7, at 2
Some of those girls died unneces·
p.m. in room 143 of the
computing center.
sarily. Others suffered severe infec·
tions. Still others will never again
There will be a discussion of
501 Yole SE
be able to bear a child due to in·
ideas for projects, tours, and talks,
competent treatment.
setting up a shared program
offers you
library and scope terminal time
The National Abortion Council for
for
members, and a talk on game
20% Student Discount
Therapeutic Abortions and Family
player programs by John Ulrich.
Planning wants to make sure that
with I.D.
Membership is open to all
all girls receive humane and sani·
persons in all fields with any
tary treatment. YOU CAN HELP.
On BoHery Charge, Lube, Tire
interest in computers or
programming.
Rotation, Tire Repair and PackIf. you know of a pregnant girl who
is considering sneaking off to have
ing Wheel Bearings
her abortion in a germ-infected
Not Quite
apartment or office tell her to call
Utah's
Bill
Hunter ran a kickoff
ALSO OUR
us. Our counseling service is free.
back 69 yards against the Lobes
FACTORY TRAINED
earlier this season to break the
We recommend only:
VOLKSWAGEN
WAC record for the longest
non·scoring kiclc-off return,
the most reputable physicians; docMECHANIC
tors offering fair and reasonable
gives you a
prices; services which will be comSTEUBENVILLE, Ohio
pletely within the law; services per( VPI) -~ Abe Bryant, football
20% Student Discount
formed at accredited hospitals.
coach of Steubenville High
on labor for all
School, despite his winning
PHYSICIANS WITH A GENUINE
record, has been criticized by
major or minor
AND HUMANE INTEREST
soml' parents who claim he
Volkswagen repair
mangles the English language.
Some loyal students went to a
247-0858
recent game and hoisted a big
sign: "What do you want-good
e a
, grammar on good coaching?"
~'!IS J~21

ABORTION

ROGER'S DEEP ROCK

Phone: (213)

464-4177

T

NA'TIONAL ABORTlON COUNCIL
for Thcnpeuiic Abortions and
Family Planning
1717 North Hii~hbnd Avenue
Hollywood, California 90028
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Very Wide ..... Very Smart

*

Ring styles aren't quite like those in other fashion areas.
... they seem to evolve over long periods. This is good,
though, because a girl's engagement ring should be her
most substantial possession. We think these quality rings
have that lasting potential. . . . On Display at Both
Stores....

Ch~i Dog ...•......... 22¢
Kraut Dog ............ 22¢
Muslord Dog .......... 22¢

French Fries ..... , ..... 22¢
Shakes ..........•.... 30¢
Soft Drinks
" .. 12¢ .... 20¢ .... 30¢

Ql)uartern
11Jnuugr &
illnuutry il-il-(@ue
905 Yale ~E
•

A Great Place to Eat
and Drink, what more
can we say?
2 P.M.-5 P.M. everyday
Screwdrivers 50c

him and finding no one near, he
listened intently for a moment at
the window and then, setting the
briefcase down, proceeded to open
the back window of the house.
With great care and caution not to
make a sound, he began to climb
through the casement but not
before he had tossed his
half-finished cigar to the ground
with a reluctant grimace.
Once inside, he stood perfectly
still for a moment taking in the
plush surroundings. He was in a
sort of den, a library. Stuffed
bookshelves lined the walls with
huge volumes like "The Art of
Composition," "Conducting as a
Creative Art," and "Harmony: A
Study in Textures." An antique
portrait of a man wearing a lace
collar hung over the mantle.
Continued next Thursday

COlOR SPECIAl
::'tcturC$ Of You And Youn
for Chri$lm:~s
fpet.smc/udcdJ

$19.50
f~mnlJ Aj:pOmlments tn Yovr Ho1110
i'tdur~:li A~otloLic Jn Vol~mes for

Chr,s:ma:~ Greet:flg$ ond GdtJ
lkry E.lkm fnle•pri~, .WI7 C.l!lroi"H..e.

1100 San Mateo at Lomas N.E./265-6931
Shop Monday,
Wednesday,
Friday
tiii9PM

1100 Shop

STEREDSONIC EQUIPMENT

PROUDLY ANNOUNCES THE ARRIVAL OF

•

sansu1

Der Wienerschnifzel Dog

30

(

Comes with cheese,
chili,
Mustord, Onions

Polish Sandwich ...... . 59¢
Pot 0 1 Beans .......... 22¢

*

Boarding House. After standing in
the street for 27 minutes, during
which time he stm·ed at his watch
furtively a half dozen times, he
roused his partner from the shadow
of the doorway where he had been
leaning, and the two briskly started
off down the street. They parted
company at the corner when thin
fingers hailed a cab and thin lips
asked to go to Apple Records at 3
Savile Row. The silent figure
whispered to another driver,
"Electrical Mechanical Industries
at 3 Abbey Road, London N.W. 8,
please.''
'At 7:05 as the day grew slowly
dark, the street in front of Number
6 6, Southampton Row was
deserted and a young man smoking
an overlong cigar moved swiftly
but silently around to the back of
~house. Glancing quickly about

*

DerMenu

F. D. FOGG and Company/ Jewelers
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The three were seen together for
had said nothing yet said.
several days following the festival,
"She'll be here," repeated the
during which time they stayed at
the house of a friend of the cigar cigar smoker.
smoker in Providence, R.I. After an
** *
After she had left, the cigar
all night drinking party down on
the beach, during which they smoker was lying back on his bed.
"Not bad," said the thin face as
discussed in hushed voices a plan
they had devised to "get rich his thin but nimble fingers rolled a
quick," the three parted company joint. "She's a good girl."
"Good. Not bright. But good."
and were not seen together again
"Well, after all," said the thin
until March of 1969 in London,
England, when they took three face, sucking in his breath, "if she
were bright, she'd be of no use to
separate rooms at the Blackburn us.,,
Boarding House, Number 17,
Wyatt.
"Oh, believe me, I'm not sorry.
I'm
not sorry. I'm surprised that
Fro Ill the street in front of
they let chicks like that work at
Number
17,
Wyatt,
it
was
not
easy
By BRUCE HARRIS
to see beyond the second floor record companies."
with STEVE HARRIS
"She's only a secretary.''
window where the cigar smoker
Reprinted from "Touch" with
"She
sure does know a lot about
sat; and there was no possible way
permission from Elektra Records
what
goes
on at Apple, though,
anyone could have heard him
During the nine month period speak.
doesn't she? Knows who's got
between the release of the only
The third face, off in the what. With what she told us, we
double Beatie album, "The
could rob the place blind."
shadows,
did not speak,
Beatles" in January of 1969, and
. "Secretaries are like that. They
"Look at it this way," the cigar
the release of the "Abbey Road"
always
know where all the
LP in September of that same year, smoker said. ''If you're gonna pull skeletons are buried."
off
a
kidnapping,
you've
got
to
be
rumors arose, as rumors always do,
cigar smoker smiled. "And
that John, Paul, George, and Ringo real careful, because if you're weThe
know how to dig 'em up."
caught,
you're
caught
committing
were at work on another album.
"Yeah," said the thin face,
The critical dust had scarcely a federal offense. You know, the stretching itself into a grin. "You
gas
chamber
or
worse."
settled on the white album "The
meet a girl in a record store, you
"Yeah, life imprisonment."
Beatles", and it was almost half a
can
always be sure that it's
"But
not
with
this
one.
That's
year before "Abbey Road" would
profitable in one way or another to
why
this
is
so
beautiful.
We
collect
appear, when stories circulated
continue the relationship."
that the Beatles were once again in the ransom and we can't miss. The
"This time, it's one hundred
worst they could do would be to
the studio. One publication went slap
thousand dollars' worth."
our wrists."
so far as to publish a tentative title
"Yeah," said the thin face_ "Slap
*
for the disc, "Hot As Sun," and
At 6:30 on the evening of the
'em
with two years in jail."
listed a number of song titles from
"Sure," said the cigar smoker, 22nd of March, Tuesday, the cigar
the album, among them
smoker, wearing a tan turtleneck
''Maxwell's Silver Hammer," "but what the hell. What's a seven sweater, a pair of blue jeans, black
hundred
day
jail
sentence?
You
can
"Don't Let Me Down," "Dirty Old
cowboy boots, and a pair of leather
Man," "Proud As You Are," and get that for looking Uncle Sam in gloves left the Blackburn Boarding
the
eye
the
wrong
way.
After
three
"Zero Is Just Another Even
years in college, two years in the House, carrying a black briefcase
Number."
under his left arm. After walking
can would be a relief."
Time passed. A new Beatie
rapidly
for two blocks, he halted
The cigar smoker had pulled the
single, "Get Back," became
and hailed a taxi, asking to be taken
blue
cheesecloth
curtains
aside
and
Number One. Talk abou~ the
was staring out the window into to Number 66, Southampton Row.
album ceased. New talk arose. the
A few moments later, the
empty street.
Discussions of a possible Bt>atles
thin-faced
young man, followed by
"No sign of her yet," he said.
tour, of a live studio LP callt>d "Get
the
third
member of the team,
"She'll be here," the voice that
Back With The Beatles" flourishPd.
exited from the Blackburn
"Abbey Road" arrived, the critics
had their say, the public didn't
listl•n, the album sold five million
copies, Paul McCartney
dit•d/lived/pulled a hoax, Yoko
Ono died/lived/pulled a hoax, Phil
Spector died/lived/pulled a hoax,
Paul left the group and made a solo
album, "Get Back With The
Beatles" became "Let It Be," and
there was another Beatie movit•.
"Hot As Sun" by the Beatles
disappeared.
The "Abbey Road" album
contains a song called "Maxwell's
Silver Hammer" and "Don't Let
Me Down" was the flip sidifof tlw
single "Get Back." Tl1ere is no·
trace of "Dirty Old Man," "Proud
As You Ate," and "Zero Is Just
Another Even Number."
0 n "McCartney," Paul's solo
album, there is an instrumental cut
titled "Hot As Sun," but apart
from these few meager reminders
the album seems to have been
totally forgotten.
"Hot As Sun" has vanished.
Mystical symbol of
* ,* *
Eterr.al life and Everlasting
It was at the Newport Folk
p~ss~!?S,~r of the ANKH may
l''estival in Newport, R.I., in the
hold
his palm the link with
summer of 1961! that a young
all Ages ... Past and Future.
student from the University of
Cast aluminum with leather strap.
Miami with thick brown hair who is
Mail check or money order to:
taken to smoking long Italian cigars
MOONGATE GALLERY
met for the first time with a thin,
Route of the North Star
dark man with a troubled face, a
Box 264, Dept. (key)
Corrales, New Mexico 87048
student at Penn State, and with a
U.S.A.
third young man, believed also to
be a college student but of whom
no description is available.

We are a full line dealer and invite you to hear the difference
that sansui quality makes.
Sto by and see us during our "Getting Acquainted Days" we will
attdmpt to give you the lowest prices available on all component
package plans. ·

4201 Central
6901 Lomas
5810 Menaui

Custom Sound Room Available
5003 Menaul NE

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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Open 9:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.

Friday 'til 9:00 p.m.

268-4227

the PIGSKIN WIND SHIRT
From Zero King's fall collection, this smart, comfortable
wind shirt ••. Imported Pigskin, with all-wool, shearlinglike pile in body, quilting in sleeves. 2 upper patch pockets
with flaps, high side vents, button front jacket with self
collar. Easily dry cleaned.

85.00
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NM's Henry Pushing Sophomore

•
scanntng
the scene

Rushing Record of 'The Clutch'
In 1969 a sophomore running performance. McCutcheon this
back from Colorado State year is the leading rusher for the
University ran onto the WAC CSU Rams as a sophomore with
football scene and ended the
602 yards in eight games. He is
season by setting a new averaging 7 5 - yards - a - game.
sophomore rushing record.
But he has some competition
The man is Lawrence "the for that record. Lobo Fred Henry
Clutch" McCutcheon and his . as a sophomore has already gained
record stands at 7 97 yards, which one more yard in seven games
gained WAC Sophomore- of· than McCutcheon has gained in
the - Year honors for his eight. Henry's 603 yards ranks

You'll never forget.

• • •

''X''
He is eXciting .... eXtra interesting .... and eXtremely important
to you.
He is not Xanthic on today's issues. He has the answers if
you have the action and personal concern.
It is time to stop being a Xyloid person, possessed by Xenophobia.
Join with other concerned young adults in Xenogamous discussion groups on Sunday mornings at 9:30.
X-ray your own needs, your own lack of concern, and your
own loneliness and eXpose yourself to "X" 's answers
to the problems in your life. You won't find Xeric
discussions in the College and Career Dept. of the
First Baptist Church. We're out to make everyday an "X"mas day.

Absolutely no one under 18 will be admitted.

****

~,..%.,
~w-~> ~

J's BARBER
SHOP

'
with the Roffler style cut
102 Richmond NE 255-5784

"X"
Need a ride? Then catch the First Baptist Church Bus. It stops at
Coronado Hall at 9:05, Hokona Hall at 9:10 and the Baptist Student
Center at 9:15. It's free, of course.

\

Ahangover
isn'li funny
A hangover can be Just about the
most distressing combination of
pain, nausea, depression and fatigue You ever woke up with.
Simple headache tablets or alkalizers alone can't do the whole
job. You need a combination of
special Ingredients to chase those
multiple miseries. Formulated
specially for hangover, CHASER
combines nine ingredients in
every tablet.
So, pain disappears fast. Your
stomach calms down. Your spirIts perk up.
Try CHASER FOR HANGOVER.
It Really Works! Now at your
pharmacy.

SKI ON THE WILD SIDE
FRIDAY

ASUNM Film Committee

Nov.6

Lobo ~ports

him as the third leading rusher in
the WAC behind Arizona State's
Dave Buchanan in second and
Lobo teammate Sam Scarber who
is first. Scarber over seven games
has an even 700 yards. Henry
needs only to set a 64.7 yard pace
per game in UNM's last three
outings to set the record. That,
considering his 86.1-yards-petgame average, is well within sight
of McCutcheon's standard. If
Henry keeps gaining yards at the
pace he has already set, he will
finish the season with around 861
yards,
Henry has three regular season
games remaining-one against
Arizona here Saturday, followed
by a BYU-UNM tilt again in
Albuquerque, and the final game
with conference leader Arizona
State (4-0), in Tempe, That game
may well tell the story of who is
going to win the conference.
McCutcheon at one point this
season had gotten off to a slow
stat·t, but things have evened
pretty well out for the "Clutch."
He gained 221 yards"rushing and
receiving against Utah State
Saturday and raised his game
all-purpose running average to
162.9 yards. That's far in front of
teammate Jake Breen's 145,0
average, which ranks second.

~{~ compliment yo11r featt~res

The College and Career discussions have been rated

By PAUl FLECK

'1 and 10 p. m.
soc andi.D.

ASUNM Senate Positions

Editor

Students wishing to run for the
ASUNM Senate may pick up
rwminating petitions in the
ASUNM offices. The petitions
must be returned with 75 or more
signatures by 5 p.m. Nov. 10. To
run for senator a student must
have attended UNM for one
semester prior to the elections
and have a 2.0 or better grad~
point.
The Senate elections will be
Nov. 18. 10 full-year terms, and
two half-year terms will be open.
All Senate candidates must
attend a meeting at 7 p.m. on
Wednesday, Nov. 11 to be placed
on the ballot. Not attending the
meeting will mean disqualification
from the election.

The Situation

The people of Albuquerque and the students of UNM have
been waiting since 1964 for something that resembles a
football team. The five-year fast is over and going into the
final month of the 1970 season, it looks like we could not
have asked for much more improvement.
Two years ago the team was 0-10, ranked last in the nation
in major universities, and did not even come close to winning
a game. Last year the team started off slow but won the last
three out of four to give them a respectable rebuilding season
of 4-6.
And now with three games remaining, the Lobos are 5-2
with a shot at the WAC championship and a bowl offer.
The Lobos should be able to beat their next two
opponents, Arizona and Brigham Young. That would leave
them at 7,2 with a six-game winning streak and one game
remaining against Arizona State. If something unforeseen
doesn't happen to the Lobos or the Sun Devils before the
showdown, the game will decide which trophy case the WAC
crown will sit in.
The Lobos have to go undefeated in conference play
because if they lost one and so did ASU, the Sun Devils
would win on percentage because they play one more
conference game.
Some people consider ASU in the unbeatable ranks, and
their arguments are based on strong facts. The Tempe
residents have built a strong football tradition over the last
few years. In 1969 they won the WAC with a 6-1 record.
They were 8-2 overall. This year they have come out of the
gate looking much better than last year and have swept to a
6,0 record. They are laden with individual talent and have
earned their present No. 12 ranking in the country (they
dropped two places this week after not playing Saturday).
Among their ranks are Joe Spagnola, a Heisman Trophy
candidate, Dave Buchanan, last year's conference rushing
leader, J.D. Hill, the conference's present scoring leader,
Windlan Hall, who has intercepted six passes and run them
back 139 yards, and various other talent that shows up
weekly in the conference statistics charts. The Sun Devils
have beaten their conglomerate opponents 39.5 to 11.8,
which is nothing to be ashamed of.
So it all looks bleak for the Lobos, right? Not necessarily.
The Lobos have their sprinkling of individual stars too. They
have Rocky Long to do battle with Spagnola, Sam Scarber to
eclipse Buchanan, Jay Morrison to equal Hall, and Joe
Hartshorne who makes other coaches wish they had
discovered him.
The Wolfpack is also hungrier for victory, recognition and
revenge. They remember the deeds done to them during their
long period of stagnation. There is little worry of
overconfidence because the team knows one letdown will
result in just· another season rather than a championship.
Since the loss to Kansas, the Lobes have been playing cool,
smart and powerful football. In the last four games they have
not suffered a serious injury, and they are getting back the
services of some players who were injured earlier (Tom
McBee, Larry Korpitz, Cliff Archer, and maybe Lester Belle
and Frank Gorman next week).
What I am hinting at is that by no means are the Lobos out
of the race just because they must face the Sun Devils. Going
10-0 is tough for any team, and the Lobos are the ones who
could make ASU 9-1. Another hint-Tempe is not that far
and there are plenty of tickets available for the Nov. 21
game.

d~li':e~ed to the Society at 615
Vn·gmm SE, or call 255-5523 for
pickup, Revenue from paper sales
supports the society's programs.

Rechartering Deadline

but children under 12 should be
accompanied by an adult. Parking
will be in the physics building
parking lot at the corner of Lomas
and Yale N.E.

The deadline for returning all
C1lemistry A wards
rechartering forms has been
UNM
chemical engineering
extended to Friday, Nov. 13. If an
students
Lloyd F. Aker and
m:ganizat!on fails to comply, it
George
D.
Vourazeris have been
will lose Its charter, and will have
a
warded
$250
scholarships by
to go through the initial Dow Chemical Corp.
chartering procedures.
Aker and Vourazeris are both
Return all forms to the sophomores.
Activities Center office, second
The scholarships are given to
floor of the Union. For further
outstanding
ch_emical engineering
information, call 277-4 706.
students to enable them to
continue their academic studies.
Black Church Lecture

The Baptist Student Union is
Health Fair '70
sponsoring a lecture on the Black
Sunday, Nov. 8, will be the last
Church in America by Bill day to see "Health Fair '70"
Middle Earth Room
Lawson, Friday at 1:30 p.m. in currently showing at the Museum
Middle Earth Room staffers the North Ballroom of the Union. of Albuquerque.
will meet at 7:30 tonight to talk
Lawson is pastor of the Wheeler
"Health Fair '70" represents
to anyone wishing to volunteer Avenue Baptist church in
the
combined effort of nearly
their help in running the room.
Houston, Texas, and was a seventy Albuquerque
campus minister at Texas organizations. Each
of these
?Que Pasa?
Southern College, a local SCLC groups makes a concentrated
Copies of ?Que Pasa? a coordinator.
effort to solve a certain type of
guidebook of Albuquerque . The lecture is free and any health problem. The exhibition
prepared by the Faculty Women's 111 terested student or faculty was designed to show the
Club is available in the Union member is invited to attend.
Albuquerque public that such
Bookstore.
services are available to residents
Square Dance Club
and is sponsored by Woman's
Bake Sale
Wagonwheel Square Dancing Auxiliary to the Albuquerque and
The Kiva Club is having a bake Club will meet on tonight at 7 Bernalillo County Medical
sale today at 11:30 on the Mall. p.m. in Johnson Gym room 184. Society.
Indian pastries and bread will be Everyone is welcome and partners
sold.
are not needed.

Moon-Saturn

Play Announced

I

I

I
I

I'

I

FUN

The ~ld Town Studio is putting
on Robmson Jeffers' adaptation
of the Greek tragedy "Medea"
Nov. 5 through 8, and 12 through
15. Tickets are $2 for adults and
$1.50 for students. Curtain is 8
p.m. each night.

Law Recruitment
Jose Uranga of Georgetown
University Law School will be
here Nov. 13 from 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. to recruit undergraduate and
graduate law students. He will be
at the Chicano Studies Center at
1815 Roma NE.

Viewers at the weekly UNM
campus observatory open house
tonight will get a double feature.
The first part of the open
house, which begins at 7:30 p.m.
in the obset·vatory on the south
edge of the UNM north golf
course, will feature the moon.
During the last part of the night
the telescope will focus on Saturn.
The observatory will be open until
9:30p.m.
·· There is no admission charge,

Asks for Newspapers
The Animal Humane Society is
asking for old newspapers and
telephone directories. They can be

OKIE'S

Central at University

FUN

TWO LOCATIONS:

BLOOD PLASMA DONOR CENTER
1307 Cmtrnl N.E.
Tues.-Sat. 8·5

..

EROS.

....,

t

• • •

. 247-4406

·-~

TO STUDENTS
WITH I.D. ON
ANY PURCHASE

Complete recording, rcpah· and

POETRY WANTED for cooperative anthololtY. Include stumped envelope. ldl<'wild l'r<'SB, 1807 East Olympic, Loa Angelos, California 90021. 12/2
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must b~
In by 3 p.m. ro run the following clay.

installation

2)

facilities.

Tltou-

LOS'r woman's ornnge fake suede vest
n!Wr second Drneuln movie Friday. Liked
it nnd don't hnvc many elothes. 2GG-20H6.
11/6
.

look for the orange bldg.

LOS1': •ilvcr overlay wedding band. Reward. 268~1293. 11/10

256-7241

~~

-:,:.N MArr:0

b<

4·

FOUND: SLIDE RULE in green ense, Initials CWS in Biolo~:y Rm. 100. Inquire at
SUB Lo.st & Pound. 11/10
M4N*S Jnek;tfoun-:d"":i:--n-J_o_m_cz-._..M-ou-n-ta-i-ns

....

Sunday

Vincent Canby, New York Times

TERMS: Payment must be made in

n-pn:j(i, :iir<;:;."t;t;, · do~hlc

5, ForSale

ond

0

5)

James Fox/Mick Jagger
Anita Pallenberg/Michele Breton

FOR ImNT

FOR SAL-:E::------

1962 CORV AIR. excellent, radio. $325.00
Ilod<'l:er, En,.,lish Department. 612 Bear
Canyon Lane NE. 11/11

MUST SELLlllG9 Fi;t 850 Spyder E~ceiJent condition and price. 265·689.3. 11/5
HAM RADIO SET, good shape, extras, $65
_ or best otTer. Evenings: 344·1517. 11/15
SKIEQUIPMENT SALE; boots skiis
clothing nt lowest prices_ Tcnni; Club*
2901 lndinn School l!rJ. NI-:. Saturday:
N1o.v. 7, 9 nm. to 12 noon, Sundin Peak
~n!rol. ll/16
QUITTING ALB. A VAJLARLE immedintcJy........._two month old 12'x52' hoUsetrailer
1955 T-Bird. 1969 Penton Enduro motor:
cycle. 299-1667 niter 5 pm. 11/6
1963 VW. Best offer. 29G:62Qg·:-.-1-1/c--9-Jo'IVE NE}V 197! comp~nent systems comPlete woth Garrard changer AM/FM
ntultipJejt stereo radio. Inputs' for e:xtrn
speakers, tape d('Ckt guiL.1.r or head sets..
To be sold for $90.95 cnoh or monthly
PD.Yment_,, United Freight Saloo 3920 San
Mntm,
10/29 NfJ. Mon.-Fri. 9-9·. Sat'
• • unt•'l 6'

4. For Rent

trllgDTV's--nll sl~l.;,~$15 Up. 441-Wyom·
111g NE. 255·5087. 12/11

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Yei'IO •••

~---~,--~--

S[[D,LEASE. Three bedroom home, furnL,hed. One hloek from campus. 242-1557
niter G pm. 11/5

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT-- TIMES STARTING _ _ __
A nihiliatic villon of tiro establishment , • , an
on-bttat story • , , d film about madness • • ,
and •nlty , • .and fantasy , , , and vico , , •

servir.,__.,lee-

trJC•-,r{'ru;onnbll". 11!1 Vac;.."1nr SE 247..
2942 anytime~ 11112
•

CLA§§IfFKEID
A DVER'"fK§ING

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

"""'""'!

f.i32:i. 11/10

TYJ: ING~.fa•t•. ex~ed

full prior to insertion of advertisement

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

jacket

pogo.
UNM Piekup/dclivery. 265-6364 or 277-

CLASSIFICATIONS:

1. Personals

in

SMOJCEns.:.:wANTt;;;(op? Me<>t W<•dnoadny 11/11/70 at 5 J>m. Mitehell Hall 117.
242-0123 niter 6. ll/11

5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's I 0 words 5 times)

MAGGIE SMITH'S PERFORMANCE IS STAGGERING!~~

NatnC" found

3)~8ERV.TC1is~--·~~··-~-

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)

• • Big ... ExtJ•aoJ•dill.tii.IJ· •• Sin111l1J t;l.@ll t!

11/1.

I•'impJc. Call Hob 277-6652. 11/9

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

Vice. And Versa.

LOST&FOUND

FOUND: DOG, part t~rrler. Tueaday night
at Lobo Mm's Store. Call 26G-3966 or
243-6954. 11/ll

sands of tapes to cltoose from-

4)

I

PERSONALS

ATTEN1'10N COilONADO marching Knzoo bnnd: Di~~ Bird and Bozo fdt a rack
wns better thnn a tlonkcy show. We
apologize. 11/o

Ph. 243-0033
Mavie Continuous-lobby Book
Store New Open Adult Books,
Magazines, Bmm Film
Open 7 am to Midnite
Quarter Arced.;.
Admission $4.00 (Movie)

.....

TERMS: Payment must be made in
full prior to insertion of advertisement.
WHERE: Journalism Building. Iloom
205, nftcrnoona preferably or mnil.

WANTED MALE STUDENT to share two
bedroom ant. $65 month your hntf. Call
842-1869 for Dennis or leave mresage.
11/0

ADULT THEATRE

other locations in Winrock Center,
National Building & 120 Madeira NE

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. If nd is ro
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the! rate is reduced to Gc
per word nnd the minimum nurhber o£
words to 10.

1)

518 Central S.W.

High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No limit
special rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

listen before you buy!
BankAmericard/Master tharge
518 CENTRAL S.W. ALSO
6616 CENTRAL S.E.
255-0892
(ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Age 21 Years Old
Proaf of Ago Required

kopy korner
.........

FUN

In an election year, people are
suddenly told that all the things
they weren't bothering to worry
about getting done weren't getting
done anyway.

Clasaitied Advertising

Tapes from
$1.00 to $5.77

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite

obey an officer; Francisco A.
Guevara, 18, carrying a deadly
weapon; Thomas Joshua Sager
28, disorderly conduct.
'
Four juveniles were also
arrested. They included three
boys charged with suspicion of
disorderly conduct, and a girl
charged with suspicion of foul and
abusive language. All four were
questioned and referred to
Juvenile Court. The girl was
placed in Juvenile Detention
Home, and the boys were released
to their parents.

10% DISCOUNT

Every Wed. 5-6 PM

$CASH$
Dlood Plasma Donora Needed 1

Seven adults who were arrested
Saturday at President Nixon's
campaign speech were arraigned
Tuesday in Municipal Court by
Judge Perry Key.
All seven pleaded not guilty to
charges including. disorderly
conduct, resisting arrest and use
of foul and abusive language,
Hearing dates have been
announced for Douglas C. Nance,
Brian Huston, Phillip Stewart and
John Stearns for Nov. 16 through
18. Edwin Wei!, Francisco
Guevara and Thomas Sage1·
requested attorneys and their
hearing dates have been
postponed.
Those arrested and their
charges include:
Douglas C. Nance 19
disorderly conduct; Brian IIuston'
20, foul and abusive language!
Phillip Burgess Stewart 30'
disorderly conduct and foui and
abusive language; John S. Stearns
21, disorderly conduct'
misdemeanor battery, resisting
arrest and criminal damage to
public property; Edwin H. Wei!
Jr., 47, disorderly conduct
resisting arrest and refusing t~

I•'astest repair service
in Albuquerque!
(In most cases macl1ines
returned within 2·1 hrs.)

lOc BEER

WEEKLY EARNINGS

........ ,

SIMMS BUILDING

FUN

7 Nixon Rally Arrestees
Enter 'Not Guilty' Pleas

8 NI~W ZIG ZAG S;wing Machines with
f!lJJ fnrtory gunrantet:.". N~f.ionnlJy advertiSed brand to be sold for $35 rnch
Mqnthly Pa:Vm£"nt8 .n.vnilnhlP. ThC'Re mn.-:

t'hmC>~ may b(' irt!'ln(>("W in

watC'hOU.'iC

at

UNIT!m I•'IlNIGHT SALBS .1920 s;n

Mateo N:B:L 0-9 Mon ... Jiiri. S~t. until '6.

6)

EMPLOYMENT

PAll-TIME SALI<;::s.-=Lo-n-g---=h-n:ir•....._.,ok:-.-C-a-11
Stun 263-3966. 11/17

NE~;DWORK ORIENT~iD;;i.

No hnng.
UpH., Help ,Put good flr('ne together with
orch1ds. ,Little hrend. Work a drng but
super frmg.,. 255-2415. 11/9
'

A'rTRACTIVE I'AR1:'-Tnm medical receptionist. No PXPerjcnre necessary -

AGMI,; PERSONNr,;L, 1303 Snn l'c'<lro
256-3546. 11/6

Nl~.

ENCLOSED$. _ _ __

ASUNM FILM
COMMITTEE

Nov. 7·8

Sat. (I San.. '7100 lil 10100 p.m.
Soe plus Student m

UNIVERSITY :FEMALE STUDENT. J.;x.

PlACED BY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

change pnrt,..time house'kc('ping,

7)

Page 6'

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Thur.sday, November 5, 1970

("OOking

services Room/Board. Walking distnncc
university, 268-9198. 11/6
W ~NTED: BASS l'L:A-:-Y::·=ER;::-~·r~oc"'".k-nn~d
Jnzz. RnJph C. Gerrern, 2242 Perry Rd.
sw. ll/5

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED-three )>ieee band, 9•i2 Dec.
11th. 299.9581. 11/16
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Editorial:

Straightening
Out
ASUNM
The Lobo Monday printed an
editorial-analysis of ASUNM
government which has been called a
"low blow" and "airing student
government's dirty laundry in
public." The intent of the article was
neither, but rather to inform
students of ASUNM's problems and
to bring the problems before the
government, which after all, must do
its own housecleaning.
And ASUNM, to its credit, has
started its housecleaning.
One of the problems stated in the
editorial-analysis was the lack of
priorities and leadership in ASUNM
President Eric Nelson's executive
staff. Since then, Nelson has taken
the lead and the staff has set
priorities as to which projects need
the most work, and which ones will
be worked first.
By BARBARA MORGAN
After disruptions on the UNM
campus last spring, Gov. David F.
Cargo created the Governor's
Council, supervised by Graduate
Student Association (GSA) Vice
President Duke Duquette.
By creating the council, Cargo
made a bid for UNM student support
after mishandling the campus
turmoil. Last spring Cargo broke
promises that he would "not use
national guard troops except to
direct traffic," by authorizing use of
the soldiers to disperse students
watching the arrest of demonstrators
who had been occupying the Union.
Trying to win student support in
an election year was also obviously
part of his ·political strategy in
attempts to win the Republican
candidacy for the U.S. Senate.
After his defeat in the primaries,
Cargo lost much of his political
influence and became a "lame duck"
governor. It would be difficult in the
short time he has left in office to
Among Gov. Cargo's promises
were the placement of a student on
the boards of regents and creation of
ethnic studies department-;.
begin to implement suggestions
presented to him by students on his
council. Among such promises were
the placement of a student on the
boards of regents and creation of
ethnic studies departments on New
Mexican college campuses.
UNM Very Involved
Last spring when enthusiasm for
political participation on the part of
students was brought to UNM by the
Kent State killings, Duquette was
given $300 to conduct GSA projects
during the summer. Much of this
fund was spent on Duquette's
participation in the council, and his
total summer expenditures went over
the amount allocated to him.
A review of Duquette's expense
vouchers showed he spent a lot of
the money on lunches and other
personal needs. He has also spent
much time negotiating for funds
from the governor's office to pay for
travel expenses for himself and other
delegat~s. So far he has succeeded in

The implementation of priorities
can do nothing but help all projects,
particularly those of the most
student interest and concern, to
begin successfully.
There has also been much more
evidence of coordination of projects
among staff members and
cooperation toward implementing
the projects.
The appointment of Donna
Fossum as legislative council will
help undo much confusion between
the executive branch of student
government and the student Senate.
Unfortunately, Fossum's job will be
the harder because of the inherent
confusion in Senate's current
predicament of being a body lacking
a quorum. The future elections may
help Senate out of its quandry.
But again, Nelson has taken steps
to rectify the chaos of Senate
meetings' by setting up informal
educational sessions in parliamentary
procedure for in-coming senators.
ASUNM Vice President Frank Lihn
was also in attendance at a recent
executive staff meeting. Thus Nelson
has taken the first step in bridging
the communications gap between
himself and Lihn. Now all that
remains is for Lihn to learn to
contain his often overly-active
temper during Senate meetings.
The Lobo cannot take credit for
being anything more than a catalyst
behind Nelson's steps to rectify
ASUNM's problems. Because
ASUNM, as with any other group or
individual, could not change unless
there was a desire among the leaders
to make it change.
Sarah Laidlaw

Letters:
Starvation
To the Editor:
The results of a two-year study by
a doctor in Washington show that 20
to 30 million poeple in the United
States are overweight. Think about
this the next time you look at
yourself in the mirror; you don't
have to stretch your imagination to
think about the starving people
people in Eastern Asia, how about
here in this country or even in the
Valley area. Think about it, it could
do good things to your head!
Hellen Vitkoff
Facts Come to Light
To the Editor:
After reading Don Burge's account
of Nixon's visit to Albuquerque I
must wonder if he was there or if he
just decided to rewrite the Journal's
report. His report of the arrests and
why persons were arrested is grossly
inadequate. He somehow fails to
mention that all persons with long
hair were turned away from the
President's speech. Those who stood
in line were harassed by the fine
businessmen who came to see Nixon.

Analysis:
Governor's Student Council

Lacks Organization, Money
wrangling an eight cents a mile
reimbursement for council
representatives.
~
Despite the efforts and money put
into the council by Duquette since it
was formed five months ago, no
specific pla:1s for action have been
formulated.
Last Friday's meeting was the first
attempt at organizing subcommittees
to pursue as yet unplanned projects
with non-existing funds. Most of tne
subcommittees spent their time
hashing out fu1,1damental goals,
sniping about petty school rivalries
(mostly against UNM) and arguing
about financing future projects.
The council as a whole is plagued
by the same problems as its
subcommittees. After existing for
months it has no money, no well
defined goals and little internal
organization.
The UNM graduate student money
is the most funding the council has
received from anyone, including
Cargo-the council's supposed
founder. So far there have been no
concrete returns on the GSA money
invested.
Student council members' pleas to
Cargo have included a request for
funds from the Board of Educational
Finance (BEF) and a Cargo-backed
push for pro-student trends in the
state legislature.
Cargo admittedly is not on "the
best of terms" with the BEF, and
since his primary defeat in the
Republican Party due to his
untraditional Republican outlook,
his influence over remaining
Republicans in the legislature is
negligible.
During meetings of the council
last summer, Cargo agreed with
and totally sympathized with all
campus representatives' bitches and
grievances, while sidestepping the
original issues whehever possible. At
the last council meeting a student

asked the governor whether
vocational training rather than ethnic
studies would be more feasible. 'rhe
governor replied, "vocational studies
do have their place. Why, we hav<! to
hire out of state heavy equipment
drivers. There just aren't enough in
New Mexico. But ethnic studies are
worthwhile also. My brother-in-law
teaches ethnic studies you know."
During all meetings Duquette
monitors student comments and
presides over the assemblage.
At no time has the governor made
funds available to the council so
projects could be implemented.
Neither has he delegated any power
to the council to put weight behind
suggestions and recommendations.
Cargo said, "You can't expect me to
sit here and just give you power,"
after council members asked him to
specifically follow up on his
suggestions.
New Governor-Then What?
Months ago Cargo said, "one of
the original aims of the council is to
provide an open door to my office."
But since his primary defeat and
upcoming termination of office as
New Mexico's governor, his suite is
often empty. Standard procedure for
the council meetings is an informal
talk between Cargo and
representatives, The governor then
goes home and lets the students, led
by the omnipresent Duquette, use
his offices to conduct their rap
sessions.
Cargo told the council he had
"recommended to both
gubernatorial candidates" that the
council be continued after the new
governor takes office. Whether or
not Governor-Elect Bruce King will
allow the council to use his offices as
freely as Cargo has remains to be
seen. However, indications in the
Democratic platform King used in
his campaign point to a more hard
line policy than Cargo's regarding

Several friends and I were turned
away as we entered the gym. If you
asked why you could not enter or
tried to enter anyway you were then
subject to arrest. These facts are
most important to the article and
they must be brought to light; I fail
to see how they could have been
overlooked by Burge.
Larry McGe~ee
(Note: An explanatory paragraph
containing much of the above
information was dropped between
the University and the printer's.
Thanks for filling everyone in on
what really happened.)
Volunteer Reporters
To the Editor:
In regard to Mark Acuff's letter
that the Larry Stutz for Sheriff
Campaign Committee failed to
contact him. I was Stutz's press
agent, and I made phone calls to the
Tribune, Journal, channel 7, channel
4, the Hard Times and the
Albuquerque News the day before
the press conference. I recall when I
called the News a woman answered
and took the message; it is not our
fault if Acuff has no organization at
his paper. Maybe this is why the only
articles his paper has are about
recent park improvements instead of
the Nixon bust.
If you would like to staff your
paper with concerned reporters,
please contact me, Acuff, I have
friends who would love to get in a
newspaper to say something instead
of cheap letters to the editors like
this one.
Dick Kelleher
college students and their problems.
King wasn't embarrassed by campus
controversies in the spring. Rather he
took advantage of the situation to
further his own political ends. It is
doubtful he will support the council
even as little as Cargo has since
circumstances causing the creation of
the council weren't King's problems.
Subcommittee Problems
During the council's most recent
meeting, subcommittees were
formed to discuss various projE>cts
such as inter-campus communication
and student lobby efforts.
Implemlmtation of projPcts met with
a major stumbling block
howevm·~lack of funds.
.
Arguments broke out in the
inter-campus eommunieations
subcommittee which involved the
financing of the six cent postage
needed to mail bulletins from one
school to another.
Many students from other New
Mexico schools expressed anti-UNM
sentiment. The more recent meetings

Drug-Use Workshop Instructs Teachers
By ROBERT SMITH
Several students in the Union
Wednesday afternoon did
double-ta],es as they passed room
250-E. A group of adults and
children inside appeared to be
playing with apples.
What was taking place was a
demonstration in perception, part
of a drug-abuse education
workshop for teachers, students
and parents from Albuquerque.
Dave Koch, of the school health
division of the Health and Social
Services Dept. of New Mexico
was pointing out that we could
easily pick out from a group of
apples the one each person had
held a moment before, Apples, in
effect, have pet·sonality, yet
teachers often ignore the
uniqueness of students, treating
them as a faceless group. Such
treatment could easily cause the
failure of any attempt to teach
sLudents about drug abuse Koch
indicated.
'
Full Involvement
Speakers at the workshop
which began Wednesday, stressed

the need to get students and results compared with the pre-test
parents fully involved to insure a to determine the program's drug identification from Sgt.
George Ulibarri, of the state
successful program. Mel Root
results,
police narcotics division, His
coordinator of the statewid~
program for the Department of
State Rep. Lenton Ma!ry, who samples included several ounces of
Education, told the teachers
introduced the bill in the 1970 marijuana, a few marijuana joints
"You won't be very effectiv~ legislative session which provided and some hashish. Several UNM
without listening to community for statewide drug abuse students who dropped by
people and your students.
education, said in the morning e x P r e s s e d i n c r e d u 1o us
Of the 140 participants in the session, "We know it isn't a appreciation of the collection and
workshop, about a fourth perfect bill, but we only had a a desire to "liberate" at least some
of it, Apparently none translated
appeared to be hjgh school and 30:day session and we wanted to
desire to action, however.
junior high stude~ts, Some were get the bill rolling." .The original
Other group sessions were
right from the Establishment bill co~tained a $110,000
devoted to communicative skills
mold in appearance, and others appropriation to support the
instructional materials and th~
looked as if they might have program, but it was cut in
drug vocabulary as expressed in
wandered in from Yale Park, c~m~!ttee to $18,000. Malry
rock music. In this last session a
Doug Carmichael, drug abuse smd, Bruce King and Robert
s i t u a t i o n d e v e l o p e d t h'a t
e ducat ion spec i a 1 is t for Mondragon (state governor-elect
illustrated the width of the gulf
Albuquerque Public Schools and lieutenant-governor-elect)
between the "Establishment"
(APS), said he requested school have assured me we'll get more
position and youth. A junior high
principals to select students "who money this yeru-but they didn't
school girl objected to adults who
were representative of what's say how much!" He added he was
legally consume and abuse alcohol
happening."
disappointed UNM and Highlands
and other drugs such as stimulants
Pre-Testing
University didn't hold drug
and tranq.~ilizers while teaching'
The workshop opened with a education workshops for teachers
that mariJ~ana should not be
pre-test of knowledge and. thi.s su~J?er, as did the other state
used, CarmiChael, who had been
attitudes toward drugs. The same umverslties.
test will be . giv~n when th
r: ·lJtH....group sessions in the z,epeatedly urging the adults to
get.rlUr heads out of the sand"
workshop ends Friday, and
e, Oa'ft r rorjp.~_~ceived instruction in
and hsten to what they (youths,
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in their music) are saying,':
abrupLiy cut her off with a strong
demal of the validity of her·
argument.
Education
Drug abuse education in the
public schools is in an almost
impossible position. Speakers at
the workshop said scare tactics
would fail to discourage drug
abuse, so the preferred method is
to teach the "facts." Yet students
when presented with facts that
conqlusively affirm neither the
danger nor safety of certain drugs
may choose to use them. "I~
essence, we're educating against
drugs," Carmichael said in an
earlier interview, explaining that
the schools would have to take
~hat posit~on as long as drugs are
Illegal. This leaves teachers in the
dilemma of "opening the door
and letting students express their
opinions," in Koch's words, but
when faced with student approval
of drugs having to resort to
arbitrary pronouncements. That
could prove fatal to their
expressed purposes.
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MEXIC ,,_uca."''"
Survey Might Aid UNM Housing Problem.
~-4 N

Pos,itivc steps to alleviate the
UNM housing crisis await results of
planned statistical surveys to be
sponsored by the campus Housing
Committee.
Karen Glaser, dean of women
and chairwoman of the Housing
Committee said, "I received a
request from UNM President Ferrel
Heady asking the Housing
Committee to collect hard facts
and data about off campus housing
problems."
Suggested questions to be

Campus Committee Will Collect 'Hard Facts and Data'
answered in housing investigations the rise in enrollment. Last spring
include: where housing is needed we were still concerned that we
how much is needed, what would wouldn't fill the residence halls.
students consider reasonable rents, During August when we didn't get
and how far from campus could the standard number of
usable housing be located.
cancellations, we began to realize
Like many departments of the
the
University that were caught off said.dorms would be full," Glaser
guard at the unexpected jump in
In a memo to Glaser, Heady
student enrollment the Housing asked the Housing Committee to
Committee didn't feel the extent accept a graduate student member
of the housing problem until late in and consider problems of off
the summer. "For the first time we campus housing. In the past the
have become aware of a critical Housing Committee has primarily
housing shortage, mainly caused by been concerned with residence hall
housing. Glaser said "the memo
r (
from Heady widened and changed
the scope of the committee. I asked
him to clarify housing committee
responsibilities."
She added, "Heady and the
Campus Planning Committee·
~~ chaired by Vice President of
Administration and Development
Sherman Smith, indicated the
Housing Committee was to work
out specific programs to plan
corrections in housing problems
that would be clarified by
compilations of statistics and
data."
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Although Glaser said
"suggestions will have to wait until
study of the housing problem is
made," Smith presented a list of
recommendations to the Planning
Committee for approval. Smith
said, "Since housing is a current
problem I took the matter to the
housing committee and made
several suggestions that would not
be unreasonable use of UNM land,"
Advisors
The University Planning
Committee, "works primarily as
advisots to the University
architects office. The Regents have
ruled that all proposals concerning
the use of UNM land be referred to
the Planning Committee," said
Smith. He added the committee
has already done all it is
el)lpowered to do until a specific
program is worked out by the
Housing Committee."
Possible courses of action that
might be taken to relieve the
housing crisis were presented by
Smith to the Planning Committee.
The suggestions were that the
University build and operate

apartments "for students lease
land to private dcvelope;s and
establish a trailer park for
University-owned or student
owned trailers."
Smith said "possible locations
for housing projects might be on
UNM land on the South Campus, at
the extreme end of the North
Campus near the medical school or
land across Lomas from the
campus between the interstate
freeway and University Blvd.
Emphasizing the limited
involvement Planning Committ£1!
has in the housing problem and
concurring with the opinio'n of
Heady and Glaser, Smith said
"A ny steps taken to alleviate'
housing problems need first a solid
indication of exactly what housing
needs must be met." He suggested
the survey to fill preliminary
investigation requirements should
"d c t ermme
.
what students want in'
housing, ascertain the level of
housing demand, discover how
much students are willing to pay
for housing, and how far from
campus housing could be located
and still be desirable to students."

First Western Marxist President
"You can't expect me to sit here
and just give you power"-Gov.
David F. Cargo.
have been led by the UNM
representatives who showed the most
knowledge about topics of
discussion.
The head of the UNM student
lob by met with other school
lobbyists and found they didn't even
know they had to register as
lobbyists, how to register, or why.
At the outset, other schools
participating in the council expressed
fears that UNM would dominate the
scene. UNM has done so by
providing the council's only
leadership, committee expertise and
administrative know-how.
Through it all some question arises
about the long term worth of
continuing to fund and provide
executive leadership for the
Governor's Council. Bill Pickens,
president of the GSA said
"D uquette has
. spent a lot of time'
and effort on council matters.
Despite his ministrations it still has
accomplished nothing."

Allende Vows Power to People

••
Bake Sale

Friday, November 6, 1970

Indian bread and pastries were·
sold by members of the Kiva Club
yesterday on the Mall at noon.
The sale was the second sponsored
by the club this year. Kiva Club is
the organization of Indian
students attending the University,

By MARTIN P. HOUSEMAN
SANTIAGO, Chile (UPI)Marxist President Salvador Allende
promised Thursday night to give
power to the people and said the
murder of Gen. Rene Schneider
may have saved Chile from a coup.
Schneider, commander of
Chile's army, was gunned down on
Oct. 21 when he attempted to draw
his pistol to resist would-be
kidnapers. Police said the plotters.
planned to kidnap the officer and
issue orders under Schneider's
name which could apparently lead
to a coup.
Police said the kidnapers had
planned to use the communiques
under Schneider's name unless
Congress voted against the
confirmation of Allende, the first
elected Marxist in the Western
Hemisphere.
Allende, who won office in a
co a 1 it ion dominated by
Communists and his own socialists,
including four pro-Marxist
fact l o 11 s, addressed a so-called
popular rally Thursday night at the
National Stadium, filled to
capacity with 80,000 fans.
Among those present were
delegates from Cuba, Communist
China, North Vietnam, North
Korea and East Germany.
He promised that "the law will

fall implacably upon them
(Schneider's killers) and they will
be meted just punishment."
Fifteen former army officers,
rightists landholders and hired
guns, have been accused of murder
in the case.
In his first political speech as
president, Allende told the crowd:
"We will end the monopolies
which give a few families control of
our economy . . . we will
nationalize our industries and

centers of work exploited by
foreign capital; we will recuperate
for Chile her fundamental riches
.
t h e great mmes
of copper, iron and'
nitrates. Those who earn their
living by their own work will be at
the center of power."
Chile's "road to development
will be the road of socialism in
democratic pluralism, and liberty,"
Allende said. "Chile unites the
necessary conditions to build a new
society based on a new economy."

Cleanup Workers Needed
Volunteers arc needed for a city wide cleanup Saturday
sponsored by the Albuquerque Jaycees.
"This· is an appeal for help from students willing to work on
ecology rather than just talk about it " said Mike Haymes
Jaycee project coordinator.
'
'
People are also needed who can operate the military and city
trucks that are being donated for the project.
divided into four groups, one for each
Workers will
quad;ant of the City. Volunteers are asked to be ready to work
by mne a.m. at one of the following locations: Sandia High
Sehool-NE quadrant; State Fair Grounds-SE quadrant; Rio
Grande Park-SW quadrant; and St. Anthony's Boys Home-NW
quadrant.
Refreshments and lunch will be served to the workers.
Residential m·eas and vacant lots will be concentrated on and
anyone who has a big load to haul off or needs informatio~ on
the project can call 842·7 421.
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